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Make your app, web or other Windows product more accessible with accessibility insights. Get high
impact inspections, to make your Windows app (or website) work for all users including people with
special needs. Use FastPass, to find and fix high-impact accessibility issues in your app. Enjoy new
debugging features and improved file handling. Download: Check: Follow: What's going on here?
Another interesting addition to Windows 10 is the new Windows Screen Recording feature. The
Windows Screen Recording tool can automatically record your screen. While it is not as powerful as
the built-in Windows Snipping Tool, it does provide a few nice options. Here's how it works: 1. Hit
Windows + S, to bring up the Start menu. 2. Navigate to All Programs -> Accessories -> Windows
Snipping Tool. 3. Hit Start to open the Snipping Tool. 4. Hit Record to start recording. This feature
requires the latest version of the Windows Snipping Tool (version 1.0 or above). (Hey! Subscribe
now and get the latest videos every week! I have some amazing new content coming up for you soon
;) ? What's this app all about? ? AutoMe is a free software to create automatic way to build, install
and optimize software and websites. Coding & customization has never been so fun and easy! Get
started right now, add your own customization and you can access it anytime, anywhere. What you
can do with AutoMe? ? Customize any program with AutoMe! ? Boost your system speed with Cache
Cleaner ? Boost your system performance with TuneUp Utilities ? Clean Registry with only one click
? Kill off unused processes ? Personalize your desktop with one click ? Cache Cleaner, TuneUp
Utilities, and more from the three AutoMe components: the launcher, the optimizer, and the cache
cleaner. Get them all for free! ? AutoMe! is a free, privacy-enabled startup remover and optimization
tool that gets
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Windows 10 App - Accessibility Insights: Live Inspect: Accessibility Insights provides developers with
a hands-on approach to finding accessibility issues. They can verify each and every GUI element and
its properties simply by hovering over it (or by setting keyboard focus on it). The elements are
displayed in a UIA tree, and developers can choose how they view the properties. FastPass:
Accessibility Insights provides a lightweight, two-step, fully automated process that provides
developers with a broader idea of potential accessibility issues within an app. FastPass has two sub-
scenarios: an automated check-up, and the tab stop test. The first means that the app automatically
checks for compliance using more than 60 accessibility requirements. The Tab stops test provides
clear instructions, alongside a nifty visual helper that aids developers identify critical issues (related
to missing tab stops, potential keyboard traps, incorrect tab order, and so forth). Troubleshooting:
Accessibility Insights provides developers with a clear pattern of whether the elements respond
correctly to user input or not. Developers can also record app events to see if the expected results
are generated. There's also a built-in contrast checker that, as its name states, identifies pressing
contrast issues and suggests various fixes. Find out more Accessibility Insights - Finding
accessibility issues: Microsoft Accessibility Insights - Accessibility testing: Disclosure About
Accessibility Insights. Accessibility Insights is a free and open-source app that anyone can use to
improve their product and ensure that it is perfectly suitable for as many people as possible in an
equal manner. How to use it We wanted to get rid of the barriers that we find during accessibility



audits, and Accessibility Insights is the result. It provides developers with a fully automated and
hands-on experience of ensuring that any product they develop is accessible. Creative Commons:
Attribution 4.0 International License Music from Description All music in this video was created by
Orfeo Turku and the music stack: 2edc1e01e8
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Accessibility Insights for Windows is a handy development-related tool (even though it is extremely
user-friendly) that helps developers find and fix accessibility issues before rolling out the products to
their customers. What does it do? In short, Accessibility Insights for Windows is a development-
related tool (even though it is extremely user-friendly) that helps developers find and fix accessibility
issues before rolling out the products to their customers. The main philosophy behind this app is
high-impact inspection. To understand this, let's go through the app's three modes (or prime
scenarios as Microsoft calls them): Live Inspect, FastPass, and Troubleshooting. Inspect, Test, Fix
Live Inspect provides developers with a hands-on approach to finding accessibility issues. They can
verify each and every GUI element and its properties simply by hovering over it (or by setting
keyboard focus on it). The elements are displayed in a UIA tree, and developers can choose how they
view the properties. The second scenario is FastPass, a lightweight, two-step, fully automated
process that provides developers with a broader idea of potential accessibility issues within an app.
FastPass has two sub-scenarios: an automated check-up, and the tab stop test. The first means that
the app automatically checks for compliance using more than 60 accessibility requirements. The Tab
stops test provides clear instructions, alongside a nifty visual helper that aids developers identify
critical issues (related to missing tab stops, potential keyboard traps, incorrect tab order, and so
forth). Last but not least, the final scenario allows developers to diagnose and fix specific
accessibility issues. The app provides a clear pattern of whether the elements respond correctly to
user input or not. Developers can also record app events to see if the expected results are
generated. There's also a built-in contrast checker that, as its name states, identifies pressing
contrast issues and suggests various fixes. Conclusion Accessibility is definitely something that can
no longer be overlooked by anyone or any company who's seriously looking to deliver a quality
product. Microsoft takes things forward with Accessibility Insights for Windows, a free and open-
source app that anyone can use to improve their product and ensure that it is perfectly suitable for
as many people as possible in an equal manner. Great in-depth look at the accessibility features of
Windows 10. published:27 Apr
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their customers. The main philosophy behind this app is high-impact inspection. To understand this,
let’s go through the app’s three modes (or prime scenarios as Microsoft calls them): Live Inspect,
FastPass, and Troubleshooting. Live Inspect provides developers with a hands-on approach to
finding accessibility issues. They can verify each and every GUI element and its properties simply by
hovering over it (or by setting keyboard focus on it). The elements are displayed in a UIA tree, and
developers can choose how they view the properties. The second scenario is FastPass, a lightweight,
two-step, fully automated process that provides developers with a broader idea of potential
accessibility issues within an app. FastPass has two sub-scenarios: an automated check-up, and the
tab stop test. The first means that the app automatically checks for compliance using more than 60
accessibility requirements. The Tab stops test provides clear instructions, alongside a nifty visual
helper that aids developers identify critical issues (related to missing tab stops, potential keyboard
traps, incorrect tab order, and so forth). Last but not least, the final scenario allows developers to
diagnose and fix specific accessibility issues. The app provides a clear pattern of whether the
elements respond correctly to user input or not. Developers can also record app events to see if the
expected results are generated. There’s also a built-in contrast checker that, as its name states,
identifies pressing contrast issues and suggests various fixes. -----------------------------------------------------------
----- The app provides a clear pattern of whether the elements respond correctly to user input or not.
Developers can also record app events to see if the expected results are generated. There’s also a
built-in contrast checker that, as its name states, identifies pressing contrast issues and suggests
various fixes. ---------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------
The first means that the app automatically checks for compliance using more than 60 accessibility
requirements. ---------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------
The tab stops test provides clear instructions, alongside a nifty visual helper that aids developers
identify critical issues (related to missing tab stops, potential keyboard traps, incorrect tab order,
and so forth). ---------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------
The second scenario is FastPass, a lightweight, two-step, fully automated process that provides
developers with a broader idea of potential accessibility issues within an app. FastPass



System Requirements:

Minimum OS: Windows XP with DirectX 9.0 or later Processor: Core 2 Duo 1.6 GHz or equivalent
Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GX2 or ATI Radeon HD 3450 or equivalent
Hard Disk: 2 GB available space DVD-ROM Drive Sound Card: DirectX 9.0-compatible sound card
(G7x0 NVIDIA GeForce 7200GS and ATI Radeon HD 3850 are recommended) Input: Keyboard,
mouse, and joystick Display: 1280x800
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